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The White House Strategy for Cyber Deterrence
declares that the United States is creating cyber
weapons to defend itself. Developing these
capabilities – also known as offensive cyber
operations (OCO) – is one challenge; another is
determining how to best incorporate them into
conventional deterrence strategies.
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definitions of use of force and armed attack, the
potential for reversible damage, manageable attribution, and the ability to moderate or amplify other
capabilities’ effects. This uniqueness suggests that integrating the use of OCOs can be informed by blending
two strategic concepts: conventional deterrence, which uses the threat of force to convince an adversary not
to do something, and coercive diplomacy, which uses military force to persuade an adversary either to stop
short of achieving a goal or to undo a challenge once the intended goal is met. Incorporating OCOs into a
conventional deterrence by cost imposition strategy allows for the imposition of costs without the use of force.

Issuing a credible threat of using OCOs relies on an adversary’s assessment of capability and resolve. Both
can be strategically demonstrated through a thoughtful calculus of how an OCO is employed. For example,
employing a capability internal to a target is more intrusive, and thus communicates greater sophistication
as well as resolve (due to the costs incurred in OCO development). Such employment requires detailed
knowledge of an adversary’s regime to determine which targets and effects would encourage resolution
rather than escalation. Proportional response OCOs, which should discourage escalation, can be informed
by IDA’s tolerate, transfer, treat, or terminate risk matrix, which offers decision makers several choices for
responding when assets are assessed as vulnerable to or experiencing cyber exploitation. This, in turn,
requires intelligence support for mapping an adversary’s network, exploiting available information on that
network, and building a system baseline of the network to help the United States better understand an
adversary’s organization, plans, areas of interest, vulnerabilities, and system recovery mechanisms.
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OCOs can and should be integrated with other
military capabilities to either amplify or moderate
deterrent effects. For example, using an OCO to
disrupt an adversary’s satellite-based intelligence,
reconnaissance, and surveillance capabilities in
conjunction with a force-projection capability
would amplify a desired deterrent effect. Using
an OCO to temporarily degrade an adversary’s
integrated air defense system while moving U.S.
air forces out of effective range would moderate
the intended deterrent effect.
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